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CPU for processing certain quanta of data by computers in
recent years! This shows that network technology is swiftly
yielding better results than computing technology, while both
are equally needed for the learning Grid environments.
Learning Grids need computing intensive clusters of
machines for handling multimedia and other computationally
rigorous data. Learning Grids also favour broadband and
unlimited network connections for catering user friendly
lessons to hundreds of simultaneous e-content users. Grids
are susceptible to trust and reputation of Grid resource
participants: the clusters that offer resources world over.
Literature is aplenty in trust computations of Grids. This
paper attempts to compare the performances of
computationally intensive learning tasks processed through
learning Grids based on two categories of trust computing
techniques that are suggested by the paper. The first category
of procedure considers trust computations based on
individual, social and network efficiencies of the Grid, while
the second category also computes trust, but by using a
simplified procedure that adopts standard Cauchy
distribution of cluster nodes for deciding reliable trust
worthy grid clusters. Literature on the combined studies on
these two suggested techniques is very rare. Standard Cauchy
distribution is a continuous probability distribution
represented through a graph, which can be used to view the
acceptance levels of any functional distribution. Literature
shows that this Cauchy distribution has been successfully
adopted for load balance computations in Grids. Instead of
the probability values, the Cauchy dense function values are
themselves used for the distribution for the study of
consistency: a phenomenon of trust worthiness. The paper
attempts to obtain only a clue for the trust worthy behaviour
of the participating clusters of the Grid through both the
suggested techniques (called in this paper as ‘categories’).

Abstract
Studies on the computation of Trust worthiness of Learning
Grid clusters through individual and social dimensions, along
with standard Cauchy distribution is rarely seen in literature.
The combined study on these two efforts will be useful to
Grid researchers and provide utility values to learning Grid
designers. The paper demonstrates the mutual validity of
such combinations. Grid simulators are used for observing
service outcome and the hidden information of a task
assigned to a Grid cluster that could be investigated for
further research. Literature points out to the fact that the
consumption of the associated individual resources of
clusters of Grid, for bag-of-task jobs (split up tasks of a job)
cannot be accurately metered due to the problems faced in
accounting mechanisms of Grids, particularly that are based
on trust worthiness of clusters. Trust is a property of
relationships rather than individuals of the performance of
clusters, and accordingly, it is usually specified as a
relationship factor between a trusted and a trustee of the
Gird. Trust is a process, and it can only be influenced by the
final product of accumulated experience of the hidden
information through patterns of combined behaviour of the
bag-of-task jobs. Hence the distribution of consumed
resources by the clusters through statistical properties can be
studied for trust worthiness. With this background, the paper
attempts to include two methods for trust computations and
mutually validating each other. The first one is to compute
social and individual dimensions for computing trust factors,
while the other one is the application of standard Cauchy
distribution. The paper presents a set of experiments on elearning tasks, which were executed by a Grid simulator
through a pre-processor developed by the authors for
computing trust factors by these two techniques. Important
conclusions are drawn from these experiments.

The objective of such an attempt is to determine the validity
of the suggested techniques (categories) and also to derive
certain important conclusions through a set of experiments
that would be used for designing appropriate scheduling
procedures for learning Grids. Two important components
have been considered for the proposed comparative studies
namely: i. to compute the total CPU resources consumed by
the clusters of the Grid by each one the suggested processing
techniques and ii. to determine the trust worthy cluster
through the suggested techniques and thereby validate the
techniques and to draw useful conclusions from the
experiments. With this background, the experiments and the
research methodologies are explained along with the

Keywords: Learning Grid technology; Trust factors;
Individual/Social dimensions; Standard Cauchy distribution.

Introduction and Background
Computing and networking technologies have made it
possible to share resources like storage devices, CPUs and
network parameters (for data exchanging) through Grid
technology. High speed networks and high capacity
computers have now become essential for Learning Grid
environments: the Grid technology that is applied for
educational purposes through the ‘www’. A phenomena
noted in Grid technology scenario is that, the average speed
in transferring certain quanta of data through networks is
increasing more rapidly than the increase of average speed of
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presentation of results and conclusions, supported by detailed
literature studies.

2002]. This paper is a part of a whole research that deals with
parametric studies of Learning Grids. One of the authors has
documented certain research findings [Selvi, K 2012] on
empirical factors that were arrived at from several
experiments conducted for obtaining empirical factors for
three components of ‘trust’, namely: Individual dimension,
Social dimension and Network efficiency. These empirical
values have been used for the intended studies described by
this paper, and the methodology adopted for arriving at these
values is beyond the scope of this paper. References have
been cited at appropriated places for supporting the
procedures attempted by the paper. The concluding remarks
drawn out of the experiments presented by this paper will be
of great use to learning Grid designers and also to Grid
computing researchers.

Literature Support and Research Proposal
Computational efficiency is one of the major issues that
needs to be addressed in Grid research. Determining the trust
worthiness of participating Grid clusters, for deciding the
computational performances is important [Selvi, K et. al.
2011]. Some empirical weighting on certain parameters of
credibility and availability of the Grid suppliers and
resources respectively can be adapted for further researches.
As it will not be possible to trace the same cluster every time,
literature points out to consistency of performance that
would help in determining the trust worthiness of the cluster.
A Grid service broker can only observe the outcome of the
collective effort of groups of agents (participating clusters)
rather than their individual efforts [Thanasis G. Papaioannou
et. al. 2010]. Cases of hidden information in grid systems
have been pointed out and explained why existing
accounting systems could not handle satisfactorily on both
the performance of hardware as well as software resources.
Mechanism for maintaining reputation metric for each agent
or cluster is important. Exchange of outcomes of the
computations among the nodes was demonstrated. But found
that no immediate outcomes were exchanged among
individual nodes within cluster. Information asymmetry
cases of Grid systems were pointed out. There is a necessity
for the Grid service providers to infer the hidden
performance of agents from the collective outcomes they
produce. However, collective reputations are historydependent. But group reputation refers to certain
characterization of a group, which is long lasting. When
service outcome of a task assignment is observable for
different cases then the hidden information could be judged.
This is due to the fact that the consumption of the associated
individual resources cannot be accurately metered. This is
true in the case of bag-of-task jobs, where the objective for
high throughput of task execution places demanding
performance requirements to accounting mechanisms.

GridSim toolkit to simulate Grid environment have been
successfully adapted [Raj Kumar Buyya et al - 2002) for
research studies. Grid environment containing multiple
resources and user entities with different requirements have
been experimented and tested. It has been demonstrated that
the user and broker entities could be extended via the
GridSim class. In such cases, all the users can create
experiments which may contain application specification of
Gridlets that represent jobs with different processing and
quality of service requirements, such as deadline and budget
constraints with optimization strategy. GridSim 5.0 has been
adopted for the experiments demonstrated in this paper. CPU
running time may be very important task particularly
interactive application based grid, [Yuanynan Zhang et al –
2006]. A new evaluation method has been presented to
predict the running time of tasks in a grid. It was concluded
that the prediction of task running time is based on a novel
CPU load prediction method and was calculated from
predictions of CPU load. For the purpose of overcoming
message overload, load balancing might be added to the
system [Sherihan Abu Elenin – 2011]. The relevant
algorithms could be either static or dynamic. Four algorithms
for static mode had been compared and merits/demerits
demonstrated. Round Robin, Random, Central Manager and
Threshold algorithms were for static load balancing, while
Central Queue and Local Queue algorithms were considered
for dynamic load balancing. In static load balancing, the
resource performance was determined at the beginning of the
execution. Hence a simple model for Grid monitoring had
been proposed. Response time versus message sizes in linear
increase for the four algorithms had been presented and
compared. Variations between the algorithms were seen
large in larger message sizes. It was concluded that
overloading was a big problem in Grids so balancing could
be added. While static method had been proposed in this
work, dynamic value had been tried out by using ant colony
analogy and demonstrated by a separate work. Standard
Cauchy distribution has been demonstrated for the
application of load balancing for trusted clusters of Grid
[Tamiselvi, S et. al. 2014].

Literature clearly recommends the usage of GridSim, such as
Ver. 5.0 [Selvi, K. et. al. 2012] for performing experiments
by submitting computational tasks to remote resources
through the clusters presented by the GridSim middleware.
However, these resources might or might not be reliable and
there is always a risk involved in submitting tasks that might
either fail or could cost more than expected, as the
participating clusters of the Grid might not be from reputed
cluster participants. This character of the actual Grid
environment can also be simulated by GridSim [Rajkumar
Buyya et. al. 2002]. ‘Trust’ and ‘reputation’ of Grid
participating clusters play an important role in learning
Grids. Trust is a property of relationships rather than
individuals, and accordingly, it is usually specified as a
relationship factor between a trusted, such as the supplier of
remote resources and a trustee, such as the Grid scheduler
awarding the tasks. Trust is a process, and it can only be
influenced by the final product of accumulated experience
through a long-term assessment [Raj Kumar Buyya et al -

As the grid is dynamic in nature, heterogeneous clusters
(resources) might join or leave the grid at any instance of
time. In that respect it is inefficient to select a target resource
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that often leaves the Grid [Shaik Naseera et. al 2010], and
hence the tasks may have to be rescheduled several times.
Hence loads may have to be balanced. To perform such
balancing, selection of trustworthy nodes may be essential.
In Grid technology, workload and resource management are
two essential functions. Workloads have to be evenly
scheduled for improving the throughput of the Grid. Load
balancing is performed to mitigate process loads from over
loaded resources to under loaded resources. Benchmarks for
load balancing processes have been proposed in the range
levels from 1 to 10 from very untrustworthy to very
trustworthy. It has been demonstrated that the reliability is
inversely proportional to failure rate.

worthiness of
performances.

the

clusters

through

their

consistent

The pre-processor for sending the input and receiving the
output to and from GridSim 5.0 scheduler has been written in
Java by one of the authors of this paper. The processes
(tasks) in terms of e-content data files have also been created
by the authors and are not detailed out in this paper for want
of space. File sizes of the sample processes (tasks)
considered for the experiments are shown in Table 1.0. Some
of the additional data that are also needed for the proposed
experiments are the ones obtained from GridSim’s
previously documented results. Those were obtained from
already executed sets of trial runs made with the same sized
processes (same files) meant for the present experiments. For
want of space, only the averaged-out final values that were
calculated from the previous history are shown in Table 1.0.
The constraints for the cluster resources (in terms of
minimum required CPU in ‘ms’ and the minimum required
processing file size in ‘KB’) are specified by the preprocessor to the GridSim scheduler are also presented in
Table 1.0.

Grid analytical results deal a lot with statistical techniques.
In statistical analysis, standard deviation and mean are not
determined for Cauchy distributions [Jelasity M, Montresor
et. al. 2005]. Predictions are performed in acceptable level,
using Cauchy distributions.
Load balancing can be
performed using Cauchy and normal distribution methods.
They even provide rough approximate but better solutions
[Rajeswari S, 2013]. Literature on load balancing with ‘K’
means cluster selection and also on trust and reputation are
seen aplenty. However, validating load balancing through
Cauchy distribution in respect of ‘Trust’ of clusters is not to
be seen in plenty. An attempt is made to validate load
balancing by means of standard Cauchy distribution to testify
‘Trust’ of Grid clusters.

Table 1: Indicative Resource Requirements for the
Experimental Tasks
Split up
Task Ids

As per the literature surveyed findings, Cauchy distribution
could be tried out for trust computations (rather than means
for load balancing) through the consistency in distribution, as
pointed out by other literature. The social dimensions (along
with individual dimensions) for the performance of clusters
(CPU utilizations) could be experimented with.
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Experimental Studies and Results
The architecture of the chosen GridSim’s compartment is
third party developed package [Selvi, K 2012], and used for
the proposed experiments. The architecture is designed
purposely for the output from different managers based on a
middleware access driver. It is meant for interfacing this
manager with Grid execution services. A Transfer Manager
module interfaces with Grid data services. The scheduling
process is decoupled from the Dispatch Manager through the
use of an external and selectable scheduler module
[GridSim5.0 – 2013]. This selectable module is input with
the pre-processor’s output. These inputs include operations
like: submitting a job; killing a job; migrating a job;
monitoring a job process; synchronizing jobs.

Minimum Requested
Resources for the split up tasks
from reference base (drawn from
a popular medium end PC)
CPU
‘ms’
(Estimated from a
medium end PC
pilot runs)
23067
26432
12863
8286
6549

Size
‘KB’

243.34
305.45
103.56
72.3
33.43

Trust Computations through Empirically Factored Dimensions:
A Grid cluster consists of a set of loosely or tightly
connected computers (as nodes) that work together so that, in
many respects, they can be viewed as a single system. Hence
the research assumes one cluster with several nodes at one
time as one system only. The CPU utilised time was
computed from GridSim’s functions “Gridsim.clock ( )” and
“CPUTime ( )”.

The proposed experimental set up consists of five tasks of
capacities namely Task T1: 243 .34 KB; Task T2: 305.45
KB; Task T3: 103.56 KB; Task T4: 72.3 KB; and Task T5:
33.43 KB. The total job size worked out to be 758.08 KB.
The approximate process time required for each of these
tasks was approximately and independently estimated
through a commonly used PC in laboratory condition. These
initial and indicative values are presented in Table 1.0. The
objective of the experiments is to determine the trust

IDF: Individual Dimension Factor = IDt2 / IDt1 ----------(1)
Where IDt2 = CPU time consumed currently by the cluster’s
node for the given task.
IDt1 = Average CPU time consumed during previous Grid’s
cluster for the same given task.
n
∑ IDFi
i=1
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SDF: Social Dimension Factor = ----------- ---------------(2)
(n-1)
Where n = total number of tasks sent to Grid as one job.

TFi = The Trust Factor of Cluster (i), which is computed as:
α . IDF (i) + β . SDF (i) + γ NEF (i). --------- (4)
To consider more weightage to current performance, the
Current performance average (CPA) is calculated as:
Average between previous histories (from reference base)
and current performance from reference base (CP).

NEF: Network Efficiency Factor = 1 – (LAt1/ LAtmax) ---(3)
Where LAt1 = Network speed for transferring current task (i)
from scheduler to cluster node.
LAtmax = Maximum network speed for transferring allotted
tasks from scheduler to allotted cluster node. α, β and γ are
empirical weights for individual, social and network
efficiency dimensions @ 0.4, 0.2 and 0.4 respectively [Selvi
K, 2012]. The condition being α + β + γ = 1.0.

Current performance average factor: CF = CP / CPA.

C2

C3

C4

T5
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

15698
22965
26366
12007
8145
6387
28950
26861
19987
10090
9987

36.80
960.8
978.2
960.8
960.8
928.8
848.9
878.0
868.8
860.8
848.0

19789
23008
26300
11993
8134
6409
29985
27700
21003
17234
11290

0.50
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.42
0.68
0.45

0.27

0.288
0.377
0.310
0.330
0.319
0.403
0.234
0.439
0.222

1.058
1.027
1.05
0.92
1.089
1.073
0.944
1.049
0.882

0.349
0.351
0.360
0.356
0.366
0.360
0.203
0.200
0.348
0.321
0.298

1.101
0.851
0.860
0.856
0.866
0.860
0.853
0.850
1.008
1.241
0.988

0.26

0.10

0.24

-5.6
-31.87
-13.42 -8.78
-45.88 -70.93
-21.87 +3.39
-35.58 -67.80
-35.64 -38.91
-35.73 -53.84
+11.32 -67.94
142.55 142.44
-139.7 -202.1
+7.8 +12.97
+0.25 +0.50
+6.65 +6.76
+1.70 +1.83
+2.47 +2.14
-25.50 -30.00
-1.62 -4.79
-55.38 -63.28
-21.77 -108.0
-52.50 -72.39

Cauchy Parameters
Current
perform
ance
average
factor
CFi
𝑥

1
𝜋(1 + 𝑥 2 )

0.50
0.38
0.47
0.32
0.50
0.41
0.45
0.35
0.40

TFi

Current

30420
28754
21987
8005
10989
32043
40664
21602
20089

γ
*
NEF

From
Allotment

548.4
463.6
257.9
96.40
368.9
279.0
738.0
748.9
46.00

β
*
SDF

Average

24361
29980
18765
10098
8879
31287
35876
11406
20098

Task Memory
Size ‘KB’

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T1
T2
T3
T4

CPU
‘ms’

α
*
IDF

Performance
deviation in
%

From
History

Trust Category I
(Computed & empirically factored
Values)

Average Allocated CPU
Documented from Previous Runs
‘ms’

C1

Actual Cluster
Resources Used

Split upTask Id

Cluster Ids

Table 2: Experimental Results from the Three Analytical Methods

0.588
1.264
0.823
2.726
0.762
0.958
0.832
0.417
1.000

1.0000
0.8454
0.4703
0.1758
0.6727
0.3725
0.9854
1.0000
0.0614

0.1592
0.1856
0.2606
0.3088
0.2191
0.2795
0.1615
0.1592
0.3171

0.846
0.800
0.750
0.992
0.964
1.077
0.925
0.669
0.938
0.601
0.863

0.0491
0.9822
1.0000
0.9822
0.9822
0.9495
0.9669
1.0000
0.9895
0.9804
0.9658

0.3175
0.1620
0.1592
0.1620
0.1620
0.1674
0.1645
0.1592
0.1608
0.1623
0.1647

can be more trusted than other clusters. The consistency of
distribution is related to the trust worthiness of clusters as
mentioned by literature. In view of this the entire series of
experiments were planned and executed. The standard
deviations would be of immense help in identifying the
consistencies of the clusters. The variations among TFs and
CFs of clusters 1 and 2 are clearly in Figure 1.

The standard deviation of TFi for i = 1,4 are: 0.0647, 0.0923,
0.0055 and 0.1594. The standard deviation of CFi for i = 1,4
are: 0.8712, 0.2310, 0.1369 and 0.1544.
Observation:
It is clearly seen from Table 2.0 that the standard deviations
of both TFs and CFs are the least for the cluster No. C3
namely 0.0055 and 0.1369 when compared with the rest of
the values of TFs and CFs. This shows that the cluster C3
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The inconsistencies of TFs and CFs of cluster C4 once again
shows that C4 like C1 and C2 is not trust worthy, as seen
from Figure 3.

3

Cluster C4

2
TF (i)

1

Intencities of Factors

Intencities of Factors

Cluster C1

CF (i)
0
1

2

3

4

5

Task Ids

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

TF (i)
CF (i)
1

2

Intencities of Factors

Cluster C2

4

5

Task Ids

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Figure 3: Distribution of Trust Factors of Cluster 4
These distributions and inferences will be compared with
Cauchy distribution.

TF (i)
CF (i)
1

2

3

4

Comparison with Standard Cauchy Distribution:
The Cauchy standard distribution formula is provided in
equation (1).

5

Task Ids
f(x; 0,1) =
Figure 1: Variations in Distribution of Trust Factors of
Clusters 1 and 2

Cluster C3
1
TF (i)
CF (i)

0
1

2

3

------------ (1)

Table 2. presents the distribution of Standard Cauchy values
for Cluster 1 of cluster head value of node 1, which is 548.4
KB. The maximum cluster head has been considered for
determining the Cauchy distribution according to the theory.
The distributions of clusters 1, 2 and 4 are shown in Figure
4.0. These results were extracted and reproduced from
[Tamilselvi, S et. al. 2014]. The results of this cited work
have direct relationship with the research of this paper and
the same authors have produced the results and hence
reproduced here. The distribution for each of these specific
three clusters is somewhat shallow and not in straight line
distributions, as can be seen from the three figures (Figure
4.0). It is also seen from Table 2.0 that the trust value is also
mostly negative for cluster C1, C2 and C4.

1.5

0.5

1
π(1+x2 )

Where ‘x’ represents the ratio of node(s) capacity with
respect to the highest node capacity of a cluster. For
example, when x becomes 0 and 1, as extreme cases, the
distribution will become 1/ π and 1/(2 π) respectively. The
experiment aims to determine only the standard distribution
of the presence of node capacities in one cluster and not
normal distribution. It is aimed to determine the performance
based only on the distribution of Cauchy function
(Equation 1).

The trust factors TF and CF of cluster C3 as shown in Figure
2.0 demonstrates the trust worthiness of this particular cluster
(C3) where the distributions of both the dimension factor TF
as well as CPU performance factors CFs are consistent (see
Figure 2.0).

Intencities of Factors

3

4

Task Ids

Figure 2: Distribution of Trust Factors of Cluster 3
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Comparing the four distributions, it is evidence that the trust
computation through dimensions is relating to the standard
Cauchy distribution. A clear distinction in the style of
distribution of Cauchy values in Figures 4.0 and the Figure
5.0 is seen. While the clusters C1, C2 and C4 are not trust
worthy, Cluster C3 has been observed to be trust worthy as
per the distribution (standard deviations) and the Cauchy
distributions.

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

0.5

1

1.5

Conclusions

0.164

It is clearly demonstrated that the trust computation would
facilitate to reliably perform load balance computations on
nodes of clusters that are trust worthy. Standard Cauchy
distribution gives a clear picture to decide on the probability
of distribution of performances.
It is clear from the experimental set up and the findings that
the Cauchy distribution is only an indicative measure of the
behaviour with respect to distribution of volumes of the
processes, the empirically factored dimensions of individual,
social and network efficiency on the other hand indicates a
clear picture of trusts by including processing and network
efficiency resources. The performance deviation factor on the
other hand has considered only the processing time. It is
clearly evidenced that the trust worthiness is related to the
standard Cauchy distribution.

0.162
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